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 Seamless dual glass to solid
wall connection

 Seamless single middle glass
to solid wall connection

 Seamless single offset glass
to solid wall connection

 Exposed wall abutment for
dual glass application

 Exposed wall abutment for
 single middle glass
application

 Exposed wall abutment for
single offset glass application

 Seamless profile connection
 with aluminum mullion for
solid wall application





 The door comes with a standard single
 point manual lock and lever handle to the
 choice required. Additionally the door is
designed to receive concealed
 overhead door closers and alternative
hardware sets

‘Seamless’ single glazed full height door,
comprised of one single 8 mm thick clear 
tempered glass pane with perimeter back 
paint to match the color of the partition 
profile. The door is completely framed, fitted 
with an acoustic seal all around the sides 
and a drop seal at the bottom, providing 
a tight shut. The door also features an 
exclusive fully concealed hinge set.

1. Top profile
2. Door transom
3. Acoustic seal 
4. Structural silicone
5. Single glass 8 mm
6. Acoustic drop sea

Offset tempered 8 mm thick flush 
bonded single glazed framed door

Concealed hinge design with acoustic 
drop seal

Flush finish with fixed glass sides

Compatibility with various 
design cases



‘Seamless’ dual glazed full height door,
comprised of dual 8 mm thick clear
tempered glass panes with perimeter back 
paint to match the color of the partition 
profile. The door is completely framed, fitted 
with an acoustic seal all around the sides 
and a drop seal at the bottom, providing 
a tight shut. The door also features an 
exclusive fully concealed hinge set.

The door comes with a standard single 
point manual lock and lever handle to the 
choice required. Additionally the door is 
designed to receive concealed
overhead door closers and alternative 
hardware sets.

Dual glazed framed door with 8 mm 
thick tempered glass from both sides

Concealed hinge design with acoustic 
drop seal

Flush finish with fixed glass sides

Compatibility with various 
design cases

1. Top profile
2. Door transom
3. Acoustic seal 
4. Structural silicone
5. Dual glass 8 mm
6. Acoustic drop seal



 
Seamless framed solid pivot door. The
door leaf features a 69 mm thick solid
core reinforced by an aluminum subframe. 
The design is consistent with the glass 
doors with the use of the same aluminum 
cover to form the lipping. The door leaf 
is offered in various finishes such as HPL, 
natural veneer and paint.

1. Top profile
2. Door transom
3. Acoustic seal 
4. Solid wood core
5. Acoustic drop seal

The door is fitted with an acoustic seal all 
around the sides and a drop seal at the 
bottom, providing a tight shut. The door 
comes with a standard single point manual 
lock and lever handle to the choice required.
Additionally the door is designed to receive 
concealed overhead door closers and 
alternative hardware sets.

69 mm thick solid wood core offered in
various finishes; HPL, natural wood veneer 
and polyurethane paint

Concealed hinge design with acoustic 
drop seal

Flush finish with fixed glass sides

Compatibility with various 
design cases



Full height minimal design framed single
glazed sliding door made of 8mm thick 
clear tempered glass with exclusive 
recessed handle. The door comes with a 
wheel set with soft stop-close operation. 
The door may also be fitted with a hook 
lock if required.

The door is fitted with co-extruded sealing 
gasket on all sides and with brushes on 
both ends of the fixed vertical abutments 
to the fixed glass sides. When using the 
recessed floor profile, the door is fitted with
a bottom polyamide fin.

Framed single glazed sliding door
made of 8 mm thick tempered 
glass equipped with soft 
stop-close mechanism

Framed abutment for single glass
solution on the closing end
Recessed handle detail

Vertical cover profile for fixed 
glass edge

1. Top profile
2. Soft stop-close wheel set
8 .3 mm thick glass
4. Cover profile to glass edge
5. Recessed handle
6. Receiving end vertical abutment 
for single glazed partitions



The same sliding door product is also
available with accessories fit for used for 
dual glazed partitions. Similarly, the door 
comes with a wheel set with soft 
stop-close operation. The door may also be 
fitted with a hook lock if required.

The door is fitted with co-extruded sealing 
gasket on all sides and with brushes on 
both ends of the fixed vertical abutments 
to the fixed glass sides. When using the 
recessed floor profile, the door is fitted with 
a bottom polyamide fin.

Framed single glazed sliding door
made of 8 mm thick tempered 
glass. equipped with soft 
stop-close mechanism
Door slides between two 
glass panes

Framed abutment for dual glass
solution on the closing end
Recessed handle detail

Double vertical cover profile for
fixed glass edges

1. Top profile
2. Soft stop-close wheel set
8 .3 mm thick glass
4. Double cover profiles to glass edges
5. Recessed handle
6. Receiving end vertical abutment for 
dual glazed partitions










